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213°F
(100°C) MAX

167°F
(75°C) MAX

Competitor

Ergonomic Design
Durable handle with

comfort grip and trigger

Proven Consumables
PowerBall® long-life consumables

reduce downtime & operating costs

Superior Cooling
Better conductivity & efficiency

results in a cooler gun*

*Results and FLIR® photos taken after each gun ran an equal workload. Final temperatures will vary based on application.

All-copper current path provides maximum conductivity with superior cooling

Rounded tip & reduced heat prevents spatter build-up and burn backs

Built tough to handle heavy duty industrial welding applications

Buttress threads provide high axial force & better electrical contact

Ergonomic, durable handle and trigger with comfort grip

Long lasting contact tips and torch liners reduce consumable costs

Proudly Made in USA

PowerBall®
24% COOLER! 

Adjustable Trigger Pull
Allows fine tuning based on

user preference or application

Air Cooled MIG Gun with
100% DUTY CYCLE!
(as tested with 400 amp gun with
75/25 mixed gas @ 400 amps)

Introducing the new
PowerBall® Industrial MIG Gun
Wire Wizard® Welding Products is proud to introduce a new line of high performance  
PowerBall® Industrial MIG Welding Guns. Utilizing our patented and proven 
consumables design, PowerBall® MIG guns are engineered to provide maximum 
conductivity with increased consumable life. The revolutionary new gun design 
provides a higher amperage output than the leading competitors, resulting in an energy 
efficient torch that can take on the toughest welding applications while reducing 
operating costs. Higher conductivity and efficiency also means less heat build-up in the 
gun, keeping your hands cool and reducing spatter build-up. The PowerBall® welding 
gun sets a new standard for GMAW performance!300 & 400 amp guns

available with 45°
or 60° necks

400 AMP GUNS WITH A
500 AMP ATTITUDE!

The 400 amp PowerBall® Gun
even tested at 100% duty cycle
at 500 amps with mixed gas!
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PowerBall® Contact Tips & Diffusers feature a patent pending design with an all copper current 
pathway for maximum conductivity and performance. The tip seats firmly in a copper insert within 
the diffuser with a smooth elliptical end. Traditional tip designs lose conductivity at this 
connection point since they are typically flat or tapered. A variety of High Performance Nozzles 
are available to complete the PowerBall® torch package. Boost your welding performance with 
PowerBall® Torches & Consumables! 

The new 9mm Quick-Grip Torch Tip 
socket (1/4") features an innovative 
design with grippers that easily installs 
and removes 9mm PowerBall® torch 
tips. The 15mm Diffuser Socket (3/8”) 
is compatible with  all Diffusers with 
15mm wrench flats. Saves time and 
allows accurate torque setting (when 
used with calibrated torque wrench) 
for consistent contact. Consistent 
contact = consistent welds! 

Rounded
Contact Tip 
Helps Prevent
Burn Backs

PATENT
PENDING

PowerBall® Tip Styles Available:
Tips available for all wire sizes up to 3/32” (2.4mm)

38mm Tip
(PB-1)

38mm Heavy
Duty/High
Amp. Tip
(PB-3)

38mm Tip
for Narrow
Torch Nozzles
(PB-5)

High Torque
Buttress Threads
PowerBall®
Tip Assembly
Gas Distribution
and Cooling
Chamber with
Energy Saving
Insert

9mm TORCH TIP SOCKET &
15mm DIFFUSER SOCKET

WTP-DS
Diffuser Socket

WTP-TS
Tip Socket

E-Power® Torch Liners are designed to provide superior 
feedability with low skid friction. Made with a helically wound 
elliptical wire with a proprietary coating that reduces friction 
and eliminates wire shaving. The result is a high performance, 
durable, long lasting torch liner. Patented design.

Extended outer
jacket minimizes

gas loss

Helically wound
elliptical wire liner

PATENTED DESIGN

*

Corrosion Resistant!
Ideal for all environments
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*Results with complete Wire Wizard® wire dispensing equipment setup. Consumable life will vary based on welding application.

Tip comparison after one full shift
of heavy welding*
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Results shown after both liners were submerged in a
saltwater solution for approximately 48 hours.
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